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What Can We Help You With?

Hydrogen
We are at the forefront of technology, and are already developing hydrogen boilers as part of our path to emission free heating solutions.


Heat Pumps
Vaillant renewable systems can reduce the cost of heating and hot water for homeowners.


Domestic Boilers
Vaillant manufactures one of the widest range of gas boilers.


Large Output Boilers
Large output boilers are the perfect solution for large domestic projects or commercial installations.


Intuitive Controls
Vaillant controls and thermostats are the most efficient way to operate our boilers and heat pumps.


Cylinders
uniSTOR cylinders provide highly efficient heating and hot water storage
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In the Know - hot topics for heating professionals
Our 'in the know' installer hub covers a wide range of topics to support installers manage their business and every day lives.
From tips to marketing your business online, how to get the most out of our Vaillant apps to improve the day-to-day running of your business and importantly, looking after your wellbeing.
We'll also keep you up to date with the latest news from Vaillant as well as important industry updates to you may need to be aware of.


In The Know










Join our Advance Loyalty Programme
Advance is Vaillant’s loyalty program that rewards and delights engineers who install and register Vaillant products. By partnering with Vaillant, you not only get access to a range of expertly engineered products. You also get access to a whole network of dedicated service, technical and support teams, as well as a whole host of business support tools.
Find out more about Vaillant Advance Already a member? Log in



Why Vaillant?


Innovation & Sustainability
Driving innovation in product technologies
At Vaillant we’re continuously innovating and pushing the possibilities of heating technology with our intelligent full system solutions. From energy efficient boilers that can recycle their own lost heat, to the most eco-friendly heat pumps on the market today, right down to our intuitive controls, our products synchronise together enabling them to communicate seamlessly with each other. 
Every time you recommend and install one of Vaillant’s intelligent heating systems, you’re not just helping your customers reduce their energy consumption. You’re also helping reduce their impact on the planet.
The result? Reliable, state-of-the-art heating technology and efficiency for your customers. Effortless installation for you.
Visit our Innovation and Sustainability Hub





Training
Industry leading training for industry leading engineers
At Vaillant, we pride ourselves on being at the forefront of technology and sharing our expertise. That's why, we offer a wide range of training courses to support our installers. From practical hands-on courses hosted nationwide through our Centres of Excellence, to on-demand training available via the Vaillant Academy, and accredited courses to further expand your knowledge. 
Watch our training video here
View our training courses







Latest News for Installers


Vaillant and Hiber offer first FCA accredited finance options for heat pumps
11th April 2023
Read here





Vaillant launches Aspire, the game-changing heat pump training journey
24th April 2023
Read here





Vaillant launches pioneering heat pump training in parliament
11th May 2023
Read here 





Introducing Heat Pump Plus
Vaillant & OVO have partnered to offer reduced heat pump running costs for your customers.
Read here
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